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Internet Explorer SLayoutRun Use After Free Vulnerability
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http://www.microsoft.com/
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Microsoft Internet Explorer 8
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Scott Bell

Description
A Use-after-free memory corruption vulnerability was identified in Microsoft Internet Explorer 8. This allows a
malicious user to remotely execute arbitrary code on a vulnerable user’s machine, in the context of the current
user.
The memory corruption happens when the application of a style sheet performs style computations on the DOM.
A CParaElement node is released but a reference is still kept in CDoc. This memory is reused when a CDoc
relayout is performed.

Exploitation
Exploitation of this vulnerability requires a user to visit a page containing specially crafted JavaScript. Users can
generally be lured to visit web pages via email, instant message or links on the internet. Vulnerabilities like this
are often hosted on legitimate websites which have been compromised by other means.
Due to the inability to dynamically create an object while still triggering the vulnerability, a clean vtable
overwrite was not possible. To exploit this vulnerability a ‘pray-after-free’ approach was taken. This approach
works by filling memory with incremental sized blocks in the hope that an allocation of the correct size will be
placed into the memory location of the freed object. Below is a Metasploit module which exploits this
vulnerability:

Metasploit exploit module
http://www.security-assessment.com/files/documents/advisory/ms13_009_ie_slayoutrun_uaf.rb

Solution
Microsoft validated this security issue in Internet Explorer 8 and issued a patch (MS13-009) to remedy it.
Security-Assessment.com recommends applying the patch which has been made available via Windows Update.
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